This document illustrates how research teams can find and modify or remove study listings on UF StudyConnect, a website the UF CTSI maintains and promotes in collaboration with the four UF IRBs, UF&Shands and research teams across the university to provide a comprehensive, searchable listing of actively enrolling human research studies led by UF investigators. **UF StudyConnect:** [http://studyconnect.ctsi.ufl.edu](http://studyconnect.ctsi.ufl.edu)

**HOW TO FIND STUDIES**

The simplest way to find a PI’s studies is to type the PI’s last name in the “Search” field.

You may also want to test the search feature by entering keywords potential participants might use to find a study.

**HOW TO MODIFY OR REMOVE STUDY LISTINGS**

Click on the link provided underneath the study description to submit changes for an actively enrolling study or to request removal of a study for which enrollment has ended.